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FL DIGITAL DEPTH INDICATOR

 ` Ice‑Ducer® 
support eye‑bolt has 
three pre‑tapped mounting 
locations around base.

 ` Enclosed battery compartment 
with Vexilar 12 volt, 9 amp‑hour 
battery. Includes the V‑410 
1 amp digital charger.

 `High profile for 
easy access to 
controls and great 
display visibility.

 ` An FL series flasher from Vexilar, 
the world leader in flasher sonar 
technology (FLX‑28 shown).

 ` To highlight detail, the FLX‑28 
Ultra Pack is shown here without 
its soft pack. (Soft pack is included 
with the UP28PV only).

 ` The patented 
Ice‑Ducer® system 
is a self leveling 

transducer 
with float for 

accurate 
transducer 
positioning 
every time. 

 ` Pre‑drilled holes 
for optional 
accessories.

 ` Cable storage 
and holding 
grips.

 ` Tackle box 
holder 
with 
tackle box 
included.

Ultra Pack FISHING SYSTEMS   The most impressive carry case system ever designed.

THE ULTRA PACK IS THE IDEAL NAME for the most 
feature packed ice fishing system ever offered by 
Vexilar. The Ultra Pack system’s innovation begins 
with a 12 volt, 9 amp‑hour battery enclosed inside 
the case, so you don’t need to connect or disconnect 
your battery after each use. A master power 
switch powers up your unit, and optional power 
accessory posts can also be used for recharging 
battery. FL‑20™, FL‑18®, FL‑12™ come standard 
with an FL Digital Depth Indicator. 

The case comes with an adjustable rod holder, cable 
storage cleats, battery charger and even your own 
Vexilar tackle box! The super tough Ultra Pack will 
fit into a five gallon bucket. An optional soft pack 
carrying case is also available (SP0007—included 
with FLX‑28). All Ultra Pack Systems are factory 
assembled and tested here in 
the USA.

 ` Adjustable 
rod holder 
fits on 
either side.

 `Master On/Off 
power switch. `Non‑slip bottom.

 ` Super strong handle 
with float holder.

 ` Pre‑wired with easy‑charge 
jack connector.

 ` FL‑20, FL‑18, 
FL‑12 Ultra 
Packs include 
the Vexilar 
FL Digital Depth 
Indicator. (The 
FLX‑28 has this 
functionality 
built‑in.)

 ` Easy access external charging 
and accessory power posts.

 `Ultra Pack fits 
in five gallon 
bucket.

 ` Transducer 
holder fits 
all sizes of  
Ice‑Ducers.

FLX‑28™ Ultra Pack
UP28PV with Pro-View 

Ice-Ducer® and SP0007 Soft 
Pack included (shown)

FL‑20™ Ultra Pack 
UP2012D with 12° 

Ice-Ducer®

UP20PVD with Pro-View 
Ice-Ducer® (shown)

FL‑12™ Ultra Pack
UP1212D with 12° 

Ice-Ducer® (shown)

UC‑100 Ultra Pack case only 
with D-130 Battery Status 
Indicator (not shown—fits all 
FL-series Gimbal Flashers)

DD‑100 FL Digital 
Depth Indicator

FL‑18® Ultra Pack
UP1812D with 12° 

Ice-Ducer® (shown)
UP18PVD with Pro-

View Ice-Ducer®

*Standard two year limited warranty on all units. An additional two‑year 
limited extended warranty is available. The battery is covered under a pro‑
rated performance guarantee. Failure to properly care for battery is not the 
responsibility of Vexilar. See your Vexilar owner’s manual or go online for details.

VEXILAR’S AMAZING DIGITAL DEPTH 
INDICATOR SYSTEM delivers both 
digital depth and battery status with a 
touch of a button. The FL Digital Depth 
Indicator will work on all Vexilar FL series 
of flashers, including older FL‑8 models 
of Hondex, Si‑tex and Micronar. Vexilar’s 
FL Digital Depth Indicator gives anglers 
what they have been asking for, “Digital 
Depth!” Easy to install and requires no 
special tools. Comes standard on Ultra 
Pack and Pro Pack II Ice Fishing Systems 
(excluding FLX‑28 systems).
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“I never go fishing without 
my Vexilar. My Genz Pack is 

ready to use right out of the box!”

Dave Genz “Mr. Ice Fishing”

FL‑8®se Ice Pro (shown)
IP0819 with 
19° Ice-Ducer® 
(Pro Pack II Case 
without DD-100)

FLX‑28™ Pro Pack II
PP28PV with 
Pro-View 
Ice-Ducer® and 
SP0007 Soft 
Pack included 
(shown)

 ` Pre‑tapped 
transducer 
support 
eye‑bolt hole.

FL‑18® Pro 
Pack II (not shown)

PP1812D with 12° 
Ice-Ducer®

PP18PVD with Pro-
View Ice-Ducer®

FL‑12™ Ice Pro 
(not shown)

IP1212 with 12° 
Ice-Ducer® (Pro 
Pack II Case 
without DD-100)

FL‑20™ Pro Pack II (shown)
PP2012D with 12° Ice-Ducer®

PP20PVD with Pro-View 
Ice-Ducer®

PC‑100 Pro Pack II case only (not shown—
fits all FL-series Gimbal Flashers)

VEXILAR’S MOST POPULAR winter fishing system is the Pro 
Pack II. This system offers great performance features in a 
super durable case with a built‑in gimbal bracket to support 
your flasher. The Pro Pack II System is offered with the 
FLX‑28™, FL‑20™, FL‑18®, FL‑12™ units. Standard features 

include a rod holder, tackle box, universal transducer 

holder, FL Digital Depth Indicator (except FLX‑18 and IP 
systems), cable holding cleats and a 12 Volt, 9 amp‑hour 
battery with charger. The Pro Pack II has been designed to 
fit into a five gallon bucket, and has an optional soft pack 
carrying case available (SP0007—included with FLX‑28). 
Each system is factory assembled and tested in the USA.

 ` FL‑20, FL‑18, FL‑12 Pro Packs 
include the Vexilar FL Digital 
Depth Indicator. (The FLX‑28 
has this functionality built‑in.)

 ` An FL series flasher 
from Vexilar, the 
world leader in flasher 
sonar technology 
(FL‑20 shown).

*Standard two year limited warranty on all units. An additional two‑year limited 
extended warranty is available. The battery is covered under a pro‑rated 

performance guarantee. Failure to properly care for battery is not the responsibility 
of Vexilar. See your Vexilar owner’s manual or go online for details.

Pro Pack II FISHING SYSTEMS
The most reliable sonar systems in the world!

 ` Pre‑wired with easy‑
charge jack connector.

 ` The patented Ice‑Ducer® 
system is a self leveling 
transducer with float 
for accurate transducer 
positioning every time.

Genz Pack FISHING SYSTEMS
You’ll never go fishing without your Vexilar again!

YEARS IN THE MAKING, this classic design has been 
improved even more by ice fishing legend Dave Genz. Dave 
has made his “Blue Box" nearly indestructible so it will 
last for years of hard use. Genz redesigned the battery 
storage compartment and added a universal transducer 
holder system. The Blue Box can also accept the full line of 

Vexilar accessories like the T‑130 or D‑130 Battery Status 
Indictor, Vexilar FlexLight™ or even a Tri‑Beam Ice‑Ducer® 
transducer. The Blue Box fits on top of a five gallon bucket 
for easy access and handling while fishing. Available with 
the Vexilar FL‑20™, FL‑18®, FL‑12™ or FL‑8®se, each Genz 
Pack combo comes with a 12 volt, 9  amp‑hour battery 

with Vexilar V‑410 automatic charger and Ice‑Ducer® 
transducer with float.

 ` Pre‑drilled holes for 
optional accessories.

 ` Easy access 
semi‑enclosed 
battery 
compartment.

 ` Built‑in 
transducer 
holder fits 
all sizes of 
Ice‑Ducers.

 ` Specially designed 
base fits on top of a 
five gallon bucket.

 ` Pre‑tapped 
transducer support 
eye‑bolt hole.

 ` Free ProMount 
bracket with 
FL‑12 and FL‑20

 ` Large cable 
storage 
compartment.

 ` Available with FL‑8se (shown), 
FL‑12, FL‑18 or FL‑20 unit.

FL‑18® Genz 
Pack (not shown)

GP1812 with 12° 
Ice-Ducer®

FL‑12™ Genz Pack (shown)
GP1212 with 12° Ice-Ducer® and ProMount™

FL‑20™ Genz Pack (not shown)
GP2012 with 12° Ice-Ducer® 

and ProMount™

BC‑100 Blue Box only (not shown—fits 
all FL-series Gimbal Flashers)

FL‑8®se Genz Pack (shown)
GP0819 with 19° Ice-Ducer®

*Standard two year limited warranty on all units. An additional 
two‑year limited extended warranty is available. The battery 
is covered under a pro‑rated performance guarantee. Failure 

to properly care for battery is not the responsibility of Vexilar. 
See your Vexilar owner's manual or go online for details.

 ` Transducer 
holder fits 
all sizes of 
Ice‑Ducers.

 ` Pre‑drilled 
holes for 
optional 
accessories.

 ` Pre‑wired with easy‑
charge jack connector.

 ` The Vexilar 12 volt, 
9 amp‑hour battery 
delivers long lasting 
power. Each Pro Pack 
comes with the Vexilar 
V‑410, automatic 
1 amp digital charger.

 ` Two cable 
holding cleats.

 ` Adjustable 
rod holder 
with two 
possible 
mounting 
locations.

 ` The patented Ice‑Ducer® 
system is a self leveling 
transducer with float 
for accurate transducer 
positioning every time.

 ` Easy access 
to included 
tackle box. 

 ` PC‑100 case fits 
inside a five 
gallon bucket.

LPS‑1 HAND‑HELD DEPTHFINDER fishing • canoeing • diving

THE LPS‑1 IS SIMPLE TO USE. Just put it in the water, point and push the “ON” button. The depth or 
distance is digitally displayed for 10 seconds before automatically shutting off, with no risk of battery 
drain. A must for the outdoor enthusiast!  Take the compact, lightweight LPS‑1 wherever you 
go: fly‑in trips, ice fishing, canoe trips, remote mountain lakes, float tubing, scuba diving and 
more. For fishing, simply touch it to the surface of the water. For ice fishing, the signal will 
shoot through clear ice! When diving, use it to check depths or distances to any object under 
water: reefs, sunken wrecks—even the distance to the surface. Waterproof down to 150'.

SPECIFICATIONS:
COLOR: Nautical Yellow WEIGHT: 7 oz. LENGTH: 7.75" VOLTAGE: 9 volt MAX. DEPTH RANGE: 200 feet



FLX‑28™ FL‑20™ FL‑18® FL‑12™ FL‑8®se
Display Type Weatherproof, super‑

bright, 5‑color LED
Weatherproof, super‑bright, 3‑color LED (strong targets in red, medium targets in orange, weak targets in green)

Display Face Flat screen with super 
wide viewing angle

Flat screen with super 
wide viewing angle

Backlit scale decal with 
light trap design

Flat screen with super 
wide viewing angle

Backlit scale decal with 
light trap design

Resolution 525 segments. Target 
separation of 1.0 inch (at 
10' and 20' range settings).

525 segments. Target 
separation of 1.0 inch (at 
20' range setting).

525 segments. Target 
separation of 2.6 inches.

525 segments. Target 
separation of 2.6 inches.

525 segments. Target 
separation of 2.6 inches.

Target ID Less than ¼ inch Less than ½ inch Less than ½ inch 1 inch 1 inch
Split‑screen Auto 

Zoom settings
6' and 12' Auto Zoom. 6' and 12' Auto Zoom 6' Auto Zoom. 

6' Bottom Lock.
n/a n/a

Low power mode Built‑in Built‑in Built‑in Built‑in With optional S‑Cable
Night viewing mode Built‑in Built‑in n/a n/a n/a

Interference rejection 20 steps 10 steps 10 steps 10 steps 10 steps
Depth range settings 

(feet)
Auto: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 
160, 200, 240, 300
Manual: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50

20 (Low Power), 20, 40, 
60, 80, 300

20, 40, 60, 80, 200 20 (Low Power), 20, 40, 
60, 80, 200

20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 120

Sonar longevity MST matching sonar technology ensures maximum sonar performance and long life by balancing the transmitter and receiver to the transducer crystal.
Battery status Battery status built‑in Low battery indicator n/a n/a n/a

Digital depth display Built‑in With optional FL Digital Depth Indicator (DD‑100)
Operating voltage 10.5–15 volts (12 volts nominal)

Current draw 200 mA @ 12 volts 175 mA @ 12 volts
Battery life All FL Flashers come with PST (Power Saving Technology) to increase running time on a single 

battery charge by 30% and extend the battery’s overall life expectancy by three times!
Power output 400 plus watts (variable pulse width, peak to peak) 400 watts (peak to peak)

Frequency 200 kHz
Transducer/

Ice‑Ducer® options
Pro / Ultra Pack include 
the Pro‑View Ice‑Ducer®

12°, 19° and Pro‑View available. 
Open water transducers include 25' cable. Ice‑Ducer® transducers include 6' cable.

Dimensions 4.8”H x 6”W x 2.4”D 4.8”H x 6”W x 2.4”D 4.4”H x 6”W x 3.5”D 4.8”H x 6”W x 2.4”D 4.4”H x 6”W x 3.5”D
Weight 1.1 lb 1.1 lb 1.1 lb 1.1 lb 1.1 lb

Factory warranty Standard two‑year limited warranty. An additional two‑year limited extended warranty is available. See your Vexilar dealer for details.

FL‑series FLASHERS/FISH‑FINDERS Fish for days—not hours—using Vexilar’s FL-Flasher technology with PST

"Vexilar flashers started the modern‑day 
ice fishing revolution."

Tom Zenanko 
Host of Ice Fishing Today TV

FL‑20™ Flasher
FM2087 with 12° 

Puck Transducer
FM2084 with 12° High 

Speed Transducer
FM2023A with 19° 

AlumaDucer®

FLX‑28™ Flasher
FM2800 Head Unit Only

FL‑18® Flasher 
FM1887 with 12° Puck Transducer
FM1884 with 12° High 

Speed Transducer
FM1823A with 19° Aluma-Ducer®

FL‑20™ VERSATILITY IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS and the FL20
delivers! The FL‑20 is designed to exceed all expectations. 

no matter what depths you fish, no matter what time of day. The ability to see 
bottom and even fish in thick weeds is possible with a built‑in low power mode. The 
FL‑20's sleek profile lets you see the display from farther away and from the sides 
and allows more than one angler to watch the display. With two Auto Zoom zone 
options, one for the zooming in on the bottom six feet and one for the bottom twelve 
feet, there is nowhere those bottom loving fish can hide. The amazing resolution of 
the Auto Zoom feature gives you the same display performance as fishing in only 
six or twelve feet of water, no matter how deep the water is! From the 300 foot 
max depth range to the 
night mode for easy 
viewing in low light 
conditions, nothing 
rivals the FL‑20 for 
superior, multi‑use 
p e r f o r m a n c e , 
shallow or deep, 
day or night.

FLX‑28™ THERE ARE MORE FEATURES TO THE FLX‑28 
series than ever before inside a single flasher 

sonar system. When fans of Vexilar say we could never improve the FL‑8 that 
we introduced over twenty years ago, they were amazed when the FL‑18 hit 
the ice in 2002. By the time the new flat screen FL‑12 and FL‑20 came out, 
Vexilar had established a new gold standard in flasher performance. Surely, 
Vexilar could not improve on this? Welcome to the age of the FLX series! A 
unique brushless data transfer design system allows for the creation of a 
breakthrough flasher display with digital depth and Auto Ranging technology. 
The features found in the FLX‑28 read like the wish list of avid Ice Anglers 
starting with digital depth, Auto Range, two zoom zones, FIVE color palettes to 
select from for maximum visibility, five foot depth range adjustments starting 
at 10 feet, Maximum range of 300, Day and Night display brightness settings, 
Low power options for fishing in super shallow water, and a unique Weed Mode 
for better performance while fishing in weeds. And to top it all off, the unit even 
has its own Demo mode so you can show non‑Vexilar fans how the system 
works with a lifelike fish catching simulation to watch. The FLX‑28 is totally 
revolutionary in the world of winter flasher sonar technology. Vexilar has come 
a long way from the early FL‑8, but has never changed their commitment to 
deliver the very best sonar systems in the world for over 50 years. Performance, 
quality, innovation and reliability—welcome to the amazing FLX‑28. 

FL‑18®  RELIABILITY AND GREAT PERFOR‑
MANCE in all weather conditions 

make the FL‑18 a true winner with hard‑core anglers. The 
FL‑18 is the world’s first flasher/fish finder with Auto Zoom 
and Bottom Lock. Auto Zoom allows you to closely examine 
the bottom six foot column of water. Bottom Lock for summer 
fishing allows you to stay locked in on the bottom regardless 
of the boat's motion. The FL‑18 also has a built‑in Low Power 
mode for fishing in shallow water or in thick weeds.
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FL‑12™ Flasher
FM1223 with 19° Puck Transducer
FM1244 with 19° High 

Speed Transducer
FM1223A with 19° AlumaDucer®

FL‑8®se Flasher
FM0823 with 19° Puck 

Transducer
FM0844 with 19° High 

Speed Transducer
FM0823A with 19° AlumaDucer®

FL‑12™  THE STYLISH LOOK of the 
FL‑12 with its streamlined, 

flat surface area delivers a larger display that won’t 
trap rain or snow and increases the viewing angle 
by 50 percent. The simple to operate system only 
requires two control knobs. The FL‑12 offers a 20' 
Low Power range setting option for use in super 
shallow water or thick weeds.

FL‑8®se THE CLASSIC VEXILAR
FLASHER is truly legend‑

ary. The world’s most popular three‑color sonar 
flasher, the FL‑8se is still one of the best all‑around 
flasher/sonar designs. The hallmark three‑color dis‑
play shows weak targets in green, medium strength 
targets in orange and strong bottom targets in red.
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DEPTH
TEMPERATURE

DIRECTION

Exit Library

Off LED

Your new fi shin’ 
buddies

Get free downloads!

Model SP100 SP200 SP300

Wi‑Fi Transducer Pod

Usage Impact resistant 
chassis. Cast it or troll 
it. Weighs 4 oz.

Permanent boat 
installation

Portable boat 
installation w/ suction 
cup transducer bracket

Transducer Water activated 
transmitter

High‑speed skimmer‑style transducer 
with 20 feet of cable

Max depth range 120 feet 240 feet
Sonar frequency 125 kHz Single Beam 30° 200/83 kHz Dual Beam 20°/40°

Power source 3.7V rechargeable  
lithium ion battery. USB 
port charging system 
@ 5V/600mA.

12V DC power Rigid carry case holds 
12V, 4.5 amp‑hour 
battery. Charger 
also included.

Battery Runtime 4 hours per charge n/a 15 hours per charge
Power output 400 watts peak‑to‑peak 800 watts peak‑to‑peak

Transmit speed 100 Mbps 100 Mbps
Screen controls Touch screen, split screen display with touch screen zoom control

Wi‑Fi Boat Sonar

 ` Enclosed battery 
compartment with Vexilar 
12 volt, 9 amp‑hour battery. 
Includes the fully automatic 
V‑410, 1 amp charger.

 ` Easy store cable wrap 
pouch holds 80 feet 
of super thin cable on 
a spool with handle.

 `Multi‑chamber waterproof 
camera housing with 
two external super 
bright LED lights and 
internal directional 
lights.  models have 
depth, temperature and 
direction sensors. 

 ` Durable soft pack carrying 
case with padded flap 
to protect monitor.

 ` Includes 
Vexilar 
D‑130 
Battery 
Status 
Indicator.

 `Output video to big screen
 ` Key fob wireless controller 
 ` Requires MiniSD memory 
card (not included)

 `Master on/
off power 
switch.

 ` Pre‑wired with easy‑
charge jack connector.

Not intended for ice fishing. Smartphone/tablet not included.

Smartphone/tablet not included

 ` 7” water 
resistant, 
widescreen 
color LCD 
monitor.

 ` System fits into a 
five gallon bucket.

 ` Double 
Vision 
available 
with FL‑20™ 
flasher 
sonar and 
Ice‑Ducer®.

 ` ABS internal frame is 
tough and durable.

 `Waterproof camera to 
monitor connection.

 ` Adjustable support 
elbow arm for mounting 
camera near system.

 ` Includes independent, over‑hole 
suspension arm for mounting 
camera away from the system.

Fish‑Scout® &  UNDERWATER VIEWING SYSTEMSWiFi SONAR
HD sonar technology has come to smart phones and 
WiFi touch screen tablets

Fish‑Scout® Double Vision
FSDV20DT Underwater viewing system with 

FL-20 sonar and  technology (shown)
FSDV20 Underwater viewing system with FL-20 sonar

NEW  Fish‑Scout® DVR
DVR100 Digital Video Recorder for Fish-Scout® (shown)

SONARPHONE Wifi Sonar
SP100 T-Pod WiFi Transducer Pod 
SP200 T-Box WiFi Boat Sonar, permanent
SP300 T-Box WiFi Boat Sonar, portable

Monitor specs
 `  7" 16:9 widescreen 

LCD color monitor
 `  a‑SI TFT active 

matrix display
 `  Monitor resolution: 

480 x 234 (W x H)
 `  Automatic light 

adjustment
 `  Superior cold weather 

performance with 
automatic monitor 
warming technology

 `  Auto backlight 
on controls

 `  Video Out option

Fish‑Scout®

FS2000DT Underwater viewing 
system with  technology

FS800 Underwater viewing 
system (shown)

Fish‑Scout® Double Vision No Sonar
FSDV01DT Underwater viewing system 

with  technology, no sonar
FSDV01 Underwater viewing 

system, no sonar (shown)

Key Features
 `  Compatibility: iOS 4.3 

(iPhone, iPad) 
and Android 2.0 

 `  Water Temperature, 
Depth Indicator 

 `  Automatic Ranging, 
Sensitivity 

 `  Fish Icon
 `  Alarm
 `  Keel offset

 `  Zoom Bottom Track 
 `  Audible Alarms for 

Fish/Shallow/Low 
Battery

 `  Noise Rejection 
 `  Surface Clarity 
 `  Battery Indicator 
 `  Free App download
 `  One year warranty 

SONARPHONE™ creates its own 
hotspot anywhere in the world! 
Why pay for a touch screen monitor 
control when you already own one! 
Turn your tablet into a big screen, 
high resolution sonar system you 
can take anywhere! This is not a 
WiFi repeater system that gives 
you only an image of what your 

main sonar unit shows. You have 
complete control of your sonar. 
Features like zoom zones, split 
screen, color selection and even a 
keel offset is controlled by you on 
your touch screen display. Available 
with single and dual beam frequency 
transmitters. Cast it, troll it, or rig it 
permanently on your boat.

NEW

THE FISH‑SCOUT® DOUBLE VISION underwater viewing 
system and Vexilar FL‑20™ Flasher sonar combo is the 
most advanced multi‑perspective fishing system ever 
developed. Now you can use the very best underwater 

camera technology side by side with the very 
best flasher sonar in the world. There is 

no place the fish can hide. Take your 
Double Vision system with you 

everywhere so you are prepared 
for any fishing situation.

THE FISH‑SCOUT® is a complete underwater viewing 
system that consists of a color camera with   sensors 
(depth, temperature and direction), 7” color LCD monitor, 
rigid carrying case with an enclosed 12 volt, 9 amp hour 
battery, D‑130 battery status indicator (FS2000 only), 
1 amp digital charger and soft pack carrying case. The 
system comes fully assembled and ready to use directly 
out of the box. This system is energy efficient and can 
run for over 9 hours on a single battery charge. Comes 

standard with a two year factory warranty.

TURN YOUR SMART PHONE or tablet into a high resolution underwater camera. FISHPHONE includes 50 
feet of cable, color/black & white camera, 12 volt rechargeable battery, charger, durable carry case, T‑Box 
WiFi transmitter system and a free neoprene armband to hold your smart phone while fishing or boating.

RECORD VIDEO AND STILL 
IMAGES from your Fish‑Scout® 
camera. Attaches in seconds 
and uses the system's power—
no extra batteries required.

 `  Compatibility: iOS 4.3 
(iPhone, iPad) and 
Android 2.0

 `  Free app download
 `  CMOS Color/B&W Camera
 `  50 feet lightweight cable
 `  One Year Vexilar Warranty
 `  300 ft transmit 

Range Via Wi‑Fi
 `  12 volt, 4.5 amp hour 

battery and charger
 `  Six hour run time per charge
 `  Records still images 

and live video

 `  Rigid case holds cable 
and battery, and provides 
camera suspension arm       

 `  Full spectrum light 
level controls

Camera specs
 `  Sony Super HAD 

¼" CCD color/black 
and white camera 
(FS800: CMOS 
color/b&w camera)

 `  Auto Gain 
control

 `  Lux: 
Color 0.05 / B&W 0.02 
(FS800: Color 0.5 / B&W 0.2)

 `  90 degree viewing angle
 `  420 lines of resolution
 `  Cable Length 80 feet (FS800: 50 feet)
 `  Depth marked every 5 feet of cable on 

non‑DTD models (FS800: every foot)

FP100 FISHPHONE™ WiFi UNDERWATER CAMERA

DVR100

available light is at least 0.51 lux 
camera operates in color mode

if light drops lower than 0.51 
lux, camera automatically 
switches to black & white 
mode to provide more detail 

COLOR
MODE

B&W
MODE

low  light

normal  light
0.5 lux0.05 LUX

Camera automatically switches 
between color and b&w
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VXW212  Sweatshirt
CAP006  Vexilar 

“big bird” cap
CAP004  Beanie cap 

(not shown)
CAP005  

Knit cap
VXW427  Denim 

long sleeve shirt
VXW112  T‑shirt 

(not shown)
VXW122  Long sleeve 

T‑shirt  
(not shown)

Keep your head warm with the stylish 
fleece beanie which sports the classic 
Vexilar logo and is reversible.
CAP009 Reversible Fleece Beanie

The 
Vexilar 
premium 
latex 
glove 
will help 
keep the chill 
off your hands 
and great for 
fishing and other outdoor activities.
VXW520‑3 Large

Look cool and 
stay warm 
with the 
heavy‑weight 
Cold‑Snap® 
hoodie that 
has a ¾ zip 
for comfort. 
Available in 
sizes S–4XL.
VXW239 
Cold‑Snap® 
Hoodie

 ` Reinforced, 
waterproof padded 
knee pads ` Long side super 

heavy duty YKK 
zipper for easy 
boot access

 ` Super large 
Velcro ankle 
cuffs

 ` Reflective safety 
tape piping along 
side of zippers

 `Oversized wind 
protection fleece collar

 ` Drawstring interior waist cord to 
create a warm seal and comfort fit

 ` Four large front 
exterior cargo pockets

 ` 15 total 
pockets  ` Extra length and drop tail 

for maximum coverage

 `Wind and water 
resistant 300D 
nylon shell and 
lining is 240 
gram warm 
polar fleece

 ` Two large mesh 
pockets with 
Velcro closure, 
plus inside 
cell phone or 
iPod pocket

 ` Inside rib knit 
storm cuff with 
adjustable Velcro 
on outer shell cuff

 ` Custom detachable zipper/
snap oversize hood with 
cinch cords and built‑in brim

 ` Reflective tape on 
back of hood and 
top pocket flaps 
for added visibility

 ` Available in sizes: S–5XL

 `Hanger loop on inside 
and outside of jacket

 ` Four D‑ring hooks 
for clipping on 
accessories allow 
quick, easy access

 ` Safety whistle with 
dedicated pocket

 ` Two easy entry lower 
front polar fleece 
lined slash pockets

 `Wind and water 
resistant 300D 
nylon shell

 `Heavy 
duty shell 
material for 
extreme 
strength 
and warmth

 `Waterproof 
and 
insulated

 ` Insulated with 
Vex‑Warm™ 
so you 
can stay 
out longer 
and keep 
catching fish

 ` Padded seat 
area for comfort 
and warmth 
while sitting 
on a bucket

 ` Padded 
knees 
help keep 
you dry, 
and add 
comfort 
and extra 
warmth 
while 
you fish

 `Heavy duty 
buckles 
allow for full 
adjustments, 
so you can 
layer clothing 
as each day 
requires

 ` Large 
front 
cargo 
pockets 
for easy 
access 
to your 
gear 
while 
fishing

 ` Fully lined 
with Vexilar 
TUNDRA ™ 
waterproof lining 
to keep you dry 
and warm

 ` Extra wide belt 
with over‑sized 
buckle snap

 ` Full front 
chest double 
YKK zipper  ` Full side flap 

features weather 
resistant rain 
gutter over leg 
zipper with Velcro 
for extra protection

 ` Two slash front 
zipper access 
slots for access to 
interior valuables

 ` Two embroidered 
Vexilar logos

 ` Extra wide adjustable 
straps with large 
buckle snaps

 ` Reinforced stitching 
on back of straps

 ` Bibs come up to 
mid‑high back 
and to chest 
area for warmth

 ` Inside bib, fleece 
lined pocket

 ` Two large front 
cargo pockets  

Cold‑Snap® Parka

Cold‑ 
Snap® 
Hoodie

Cold‑Snap® 
TUNDRA ™ 
Bibs 

Fleece Beanie

Latex Dipped 
Fish Glove

Vexilar Clothing

Cold‑Snap® Bibs

Cold‑Snap® OUTERWEAR Looking good and staying warm this winter.

Vexilar® CLOTHING & Cold‑Snap® ACCESSORIES 

SUN HOOD
S‑240 Easily 
attaches to FL‑8 
or FL‑18 series 
flasher for increased 
visibility in sunlight.

TRANSDUCER 
SWITCH BOX 
SB‑100 1 unit/ 

2 transducers
SB‑200 2 units/ 

1 transducer 
Fits all Vexilar 
transducers.

TRANSDUCER BRACKETS
BK0023 Comes with 1 suction cup for TB0023  
transducer (left). Transducer not included.
BK0027 Suction Cup Mounting Bracket fits the 9°, 
12° and Dual Beam puck transducers (not shown).
BK0044 Comes with 2 suction cups for high‑speed 
transducers (right). Transducer not included.

“S” CABLE FOR 
FL‑SERIES
Cuts down output power 
of unit for superior per‑
formance in super shallow 
water or thick weeds
S‑140 Fits all FL‑series 

ICE‑DUCER® TRANSDUCER OPTIONS
TB0050 19° ‑ 1.5" dia., 6' cable
TB0051 Pro‑View ‑ 2.5" dia., 6' cable 

(shown)
TB0080 12° ‑ 1.9" dia., 6' cable

PUCK TRANSDUCER OPTIONS
TB0023 19° ‑ 1.5" dia., 25' cable
TB0027 9° ‑ 2.5" dia., 25' cable
TB0032 Dual Beam 9° & 19° ‑ 

2.5" dia., 25' cable (shown)
TB0087 12° ‑ 2.5" dia., 25' cable 

HIGH‑SPEED TRANSDUCER OPTIONS
TB0030 9°, 25' cable
TB0044 19°, 25' cable
TB0045 Dual Beam 9° & 19°, 25' cable
TB0084 12°, 25' cable (shown)

V‑120

unit 2.6" wide

ALUMADUCER®

The world’s only transducer 
designed to transmit through 
aluminum with zero signal loss. 
Comes with A.C.E.™ adhesive.  
TB0021AU 50/200kHz, 45°/11°
TB0022AU 83/200kHz, 60°/20°
TB0023AU 200kHz, 19°
TB0023A 200kHz for Vexilar units

FLEXLIGHT
L‑202  Super bright, flexible night 
light with adjustable intensity. 
Runs for at least 5 hours on a 
single AA battery (not included). 
Large wing nut makes it easy to 
mount on all Vexilar packs.

TRANSDUCER 
SUPPORT ARM
TSA001  Fits over rod 
holder to give you a 
fold up and out trans‑
ducer support arm. Rod 
holder not included.

PROMOUNT QUICK‑RELEASE 
BRACKET
Comes with all mounting 
hardware and fits any sonar up 
to three pounds.
SMC001 Complete
SMB001 Base only

DEPTHERM®

104 Quickly and 
accurately shows what 
the temperature is below 
your boat. You'll also 
know the maximum 
depth it is dropped 
down to. Comes with a 
fish species preferred 
temperature chart.

SOFT PACKS
Protect your investment and stay more 
organized on the ice. The Pro/Ultra Soft Pack 
carrying case has a clear –20° below cold 
crack window and extra storage, while the 
Genz Pack Soft Pack is padded with a quick 
seal Velcro flap. (FL‑unit not included). 
SP0005 Genz Pack Soft Pack
SP0007 Pro Pack/Ultra Pack Soft Pack

ROD HOLDER 
ADD‑ONS
RH‑100 Additional 

rod holder
CH‑100 Cup holder 

(fits inside 
rod holder)

A.C.E™ – 
ACOUSTICALLY 
CONDUCTIVE EPOXY
ACE001 Everything 
you need to install 
an in‑hull transducer 
using Vexilar’s special 
blend of marine 
epoxy. Good for one 
installation.

VEXILAR 
DVD
DVD014 
Vexilar 
Product DVD

V‑410
BATTERY AND CHARGER
V‑410 1 amp digital automatic charger 

with standby mode—will not 
overcharge your battery

V‑120 12 volt, 9 amp‑hour battery
with V‑410 charger

The V‑120 battery is covered under a pro‑rated performance 
guarantee. Failure to properly care for battery is not the 
responsibility of Vexilar. 

12V DC ADAPTERS
Run your FL‑series flashers 
directly from the 12 volt power 
supply of your truck, ATV or 
snowmobile.
PCDCA1 DC adapter power cord 

for FL‑8 & FL‑18
PCDCA4 DC adapter power cord 

for FL‑12 & FL‑20

TACKLE TOTE
TT‑100 This Vexilar 
accessory comes 
with three Vexilar 
tackle boxes in a 
semi‑waterproof bag to 
keep you organized.

BATTERY STATUS INDICATOR
D‑130 gives a digital readout on 

battery status during 
discharge. Works on 
any 12 volt system and 
is easily mounted in all 
Vexilar case systems. 
Durable and waterproof.

PCDCA4PCDCA1

MAG SHIELD™

MS0001 Fits 
over FL‑18 or 
FL‑8se models. 
Mag Shield 
magnifies 
and protects 
viewing area.

FL SERIES TRANSOM MOUNT KIT
This kit makes it easy to transform your Vexilar Ice Pack 
system for open water use. Includes transducer, gimbal 
bracket and power cord (25' cable).
TK‑144 (FL-8/18)  TK‑244 (FL-12/20/22) w/ 19° High‑Speed Transducer
TK‑184 (FL-8/18)  TK‑284 (FL-12/20/22) w/ 12° High‑Speed Transducer

FL SERIES TROLLING MOTOR/IN‑HULL KIT
This kit makes it easy to transform your Vexilar Ice Pack 
system for open water use. Includes transducer, gimbal 
bracket and power cord (25' cable).
TK‑123 (FL-8/18)  TK‑223 (FL-12/20/22) w/ 19° Puck Transducer
TK‑187 (FL-8/18)  TK‑287 (FL-12/20/22) w/ 12° Puck Transducer

TK‑144 & TK‑184

SP0005 SP0007

TK‑123 & TK‑187 TK‑244 & TK‑284TK‑223 & TK‑287

Vexilar® PRODUCTS & FLASHER ACCESSORIES



Mounting 
Style

Transducer
(25' cable)

Flasher-specific part 
number

FL‑22hd,
FL‑20, FL‑12 FL‑18, FL‑8

Transom
19° Hi‑
speed TK‑244 TK‑144
12° Hi‑
speed TK‑284 TK‑184

Trolling 
Motor or 

In‑hull

19° Puck TK‑223 TK‑123
12° Puck TK‑287 TK‑187

TK OPEN‑WATER TRANSDUCER MOUNTING KITS COME COMPLETE and ready 
to install. Each kit includes transducer with 25' cable, power cord, gimbal bracket 
and mounting hardware. In‑hull kits come with a package of ACE adhesive.

Summer CONVERSION KITS Use your Vexilar year-round

TRANSOM 
MOUNT

TROLLING/
IN‑HULL
MOUNT

© Vexilar, Inc. “All specifications subject to change without notice.” Printed in USA

TAKE YOUR FISH‑SCOUT® OUT IN YOUR BOAT! This 
Open Water conversion kit (FSSK01) comes with 
everything you need to mount your Fish‑Scout Camera 

system in your boat. 
The monitor easily 

unplugs from its 
portable base and 
within minutes 
you can have it 
mounted in your 

boat. Comes with 
ProMount mounting 

bracket, all hardware, 
power leads and sun hood.




